**SB 176 Omnibus Amendment**

- Increases Type A licenses from 20 to 25

- The amount of Type B licenses increased from 20 to 33
  - Type B licenses shall only be allowed in counties with populations of 100,000 or more (according to the 2010 census)
  - Counties with populations between 100,000-500,000 shall have no more than 1 Type B license
  - Counties with populations between 500,000-1M shall have no more than 2 Type B licenses
  - Counties with populations of 1M or more shall have no more than 3 Type B licenses
  - Type B licenses shall be awarded to an entity with significant economic activity in the county in which that license is to be operated
  - Type B application fees to $100k for initial and $25k for renewal fee in 3 years, they will go through same regulations when reapplying
  - Modified criteria for Type B license

- Type C License and Host License
  - The Type C shall be for kiosks in D Liquor establishments
  - The OCCC shall pick no less than 3 vendors to operate the Type C and no more than 20 can be granted the license
  - The Type C are held to same standards in respect to suitability, background checks, financial proof as A and B licenses
  - The Type C license shall be $100,000 and $25,000 for renewal fee in 3 years
  - OCCC shall not give preference to a license on the basis that the applicant currently has a contract with the State Lottery Commission or other state agency
    - The applicant, its parent company, or any other company the applicant may have ownership of, shall not receive preference when applying
  - The Host license amount is unlimited, however they must be D liquor holders
    - They shall pay $6,000 license fee; $1,000 shall go to the Type C Vendor
  - Hosts shall have no more than 2 kiosks in their establishments
  - The OCCC does all the pre-regulation. The Ohio Lottery, in consultation with the OCCC shall implement the program and market the machines
  - Kiosk bets are limited to: Spreads, Moneyline, and Over/under
  - The machines shall only accept credit and debit cards and the vendor must ensure that payout can be made back to that card
  - $200 a day bet limit

- Ohio professional teams shall have preference for Type A and B
  - Professional teams include the NFL/NHL/MLB/NBA/MLS and the operator of a sports facility that hosts an annual tournament on the PGA Tour, and the promotor of a National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing conducted in this state
- Allows for these license holders to contractually appoint a designee operator that would be considered the Management Service Provider or Mobile Management Service Provider for all aspects.
- Added language to keep the Sports team and the Mobile MSP separate for integrity issues and added other firewall language.
- Prohibits a sports gaming proprietor from having any ownership control of the management services provider or vice versa.
- If the team leaves the State of Ohio, their license is automatically revoked.

- Created the definition of a Mobile Management Service Provider for Type A and retain the Management Service Provider definition for Type B.
- Allow OCCC the discretion to allow wagers on events with under 18 aged participants.
- Require the OCCC and Lottery Commission to adopt rules the verify that participants in sports gambling are at least 21.
- OCCC shall determine what is a material change and allow for 10 day notice from licensees.
- Type A and Type B are separate; eliminated automatic qualification for a Type A if you receive a Type B.
- Minor change to definition of sports gaming suppliers.
- Modify withholding language.
- Clarification language in regards to institutional investor.
- Removed the factor of $10,000,000 in wages for Type B applicants, maintained that factor for Type A applicants.
- Study commission on increasing problem gaming fund, youth sports fund and compulsive gaming.

- AG shall consult with OCCC to determine whether or not a E-Bingo machine is a slot machine.
- Increase the amount of E-Bingo machines per facility from 6 to 10.
- Added language clarifying the definition of slot machine.

- A, B & C and E-bingo licenses applications shall be accepted on January 1, 2022.
  - The OCCC and AG shall begin awarding licenses by April 1, 2022.